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12+

30’
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CONTENTS
Box, rule sheet, 200 question cards (each with a question on the front and answer & fun fact on the back), card tray, 6 dry-
erase answerboards, 1 dry-erase scoreboard, 1 dry-erase scribble board, 6 dry-erase markers

Confident
CONFIDENT? is a highly entertaining family party game where 
you answer curious questions like “how many slices are there 
in a loaf of bread?”. But, instead of giving specific answers, 
everyone answers with a RANGE! You only need to get the right 
answer in your range to win points so everyone can have a go, 
but the smaller your range compared to everyone else, the more 
you score.

It’s for two or more people playing individually or in teams, great 
for adult game night, or to play with family. Suggested for ages 
12+, but if you play in teams or pick the most suitable questions, 
even younger can play - as young as 8 and up to 98. Are you 
CONFIDENT enough to win?

KEY SELLING POINTS
• PLEASE THE CROWDS: A “huge hit every time” 

to whip out at any occasion - a fun night-in with 
friends or at family celebrations. You can play with 
small or large groups of 2 to 30 people.

• EVEN THE ODDS: Unique gameplay of answering 
with a range means that everyone can have a go as 
you don’t need to know the answers - adults, kids 
and grandparents can all play and win.

• SPARK CONVERSATIONS: Brilliant questions 
and fascinating facts really make you think and 
yourhilarious answers will get everyone talking.


